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About This Game

Open your mind and discover your power as you explore the world of Spectromancer! A turn-based online fantasy card game,
co-designed by Magic: The Gathering's Richard Garfield and Alexey Stankevich, creator of Astral Tournament and Astral

Masters, Spectromancer allows players to participate in a magical duel against other mages by strategically summoning creatures
and casting spells.

Play as one of six powerful types of wizards and take on the corrupt council of magic and its innumerable minions. Each mage
uses five magical elements during a duel - Fire, Water, Air, Earth and a fifth related to the specific mage type. Using one of six
mage types in the game, Clerics, Mechanicians, Necromancers, Chaosmasters, Dominators and Illusionists, players duel against

the computer or against other online players live. By adding new spells and new allies to your side, players will open new
strategic options to master.

Spectromancer provides a varied pallet of foes and environments that force players to watch every turn of a card. Each player
takes on a journey of discovery reflected in the tricks they master as a player, with the challenges increasing in multi-player,

Spectromancer pits players against hundreds of challenges of amazing tactical depth.

Co-designed by Richard Garfield, the creator of Magic: The Gathering

A turn-based strategy game with an elegant interface and great depth
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Wide variety of spells and mages gives nearly endless replay value

Multiple levels of difficulty to provide player of all skill levels a challenge

Play as one of six different types of mages, each with unique spells and strategies

Pit yourself against players from around the world in multi-player play

Build your character's spells and abilities over time in the extensive campaign
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So far only played a bit of the Seal part (the new cruise liner world), but had a blast. It's a lot of fun and a very different level
than the rest of the game... which, I suppose, is in-tune with the rest of the game's excellent variety and character in each world.

But having an absolute *blast* with the "Deal" part (hard mode missions).
They're *very* difficult, they're very fair, and the music for the hard mode bosses is *astonishingly* good. Posting this after
beating Mafia EX and getting both bonus stamps on it without using the 'easy mode', Peace and Tranquility.

I love fair challenges in games with tight controls - the Arkham Series comes to mind, with very difficult 'challenge room' type
scenarios that push your skills to the limit and force you to not only learn new tactics, but master the basics.
That's this. It's great.

Also, apparently this DLC is what added the Smug Dance - thought it was part of the base game, since I got this game and all
DLC from the get go.
You can do the Smug Dance by alternating between blowing a raspberry and blowing a kiss twice (controllers would be pressing
up-down-up-down on the DPad): adds a lot of character to drop into this dance whenever, and the dance itself matches the beat
of the current BGM.

Get this DLC.
Even if you don't like hard mode stuff (the 'Deal' side of the DLC), these devs deserve all the love they can get for what they've
made.

Plus, some mods require it, and there are a LOT of great mods out there. So what are you waiting for?. Fun game, good combat.
A waste of time.

Refund requested.. Very nice game with a wonderful atmosphere. Gameplay is simple to learn but challenging and interesting.
Recommended!. Very good game. likely one of the best RPG maker games i've ever played. one cirtical note however, you need
to use the upgrage system that comes with the gear. the game doesn't really exsplain this to you and not using it makes a hell of a
lot of trouble.

+ intresting story, qualty art (even better with the patch), very good combat and upgrade systems.

- art can get kinda samey good quialty not much verity, endings are sort of the same (both are good, but not that differnt), lack
of choices through the story (even small choices like in conversations.)

in my view $15 is rather cheap for this. enjoy!
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This port is rushed, incomplete and a pathetic attempt to cash in on a brilliant franchise while doing nothing to preserve its
legacy. The color palatte is horrible, audio glitches abound, and the FMV looks even worse than it did 15 years ago. Steam
normally does not dissapoint but this is one of the laziest releases they have ever put out and in its current form absolutely not
even worth the $10 price tag. This game tottaly 100% sucks , i played it for 5 minutes , I opened a door then suddenly
something like the ghost from LOST came at me and devoured me into tottal darkness . After that i as in a screen with a blue
Hypernova ball and nothing else proceeded to happen .. Pyrrha's in it.. This game is so nice.
Before I started I wasn't sure how it would work but it's surprisingly great.
I always find servers to play on!
You can drive every vehicle you see ;). Gameplay is just awesome !

. a bit annoying but a good looking game with a nice music. Good, but shorter then the previous games, and certain story parts
seemed very rushed, and not very well explained.. I don't complete the game yet, but I wanna write the review right now.

I always play puzzles game to avoid problems when I'm overwhelmed by them, probably I won't be able to sleep tonight but I
least I will stop overthinking for a few hours and have a little of peace in my mind, I can't value this and I'm really thankful.. I'll
make you a recommendation you can't refuse.... I absolutely love this game. If racing games are your thing, this is one of the
best games to buy. The customization is great. The online? Awesome. All for $10? Completely worth it.. I have fully enjoyed
my time on Heat. The landscape is beautiful and it runs very smooth on my computer. The character creation could use a little
help but at least it has one.
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